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THE WILL ROGERS
STAMPEDE PRCA RODEO
celebrating 76 years in Claremore

The
Adventure
of Links
B y

S U S A N

D R A G O O

Oklahoma has more gorgeous and
challenging golf courses than you can
shake a pitching wedge at. Get ready to
level up your game (or get started) with
our handy guides to equipment, etiquette,
and more than a dozen of the state’s best
courses—plus a glossary of golf-speak
that’ll make you sound like a pro.

LEARN MORE AT VISITCLAREMORE.oRG AND WILLROGERSSTAMPEDE.COM

The Canyons at Blackjack Ridge in Sand
Springs is a highly rated course just 15
minutes from Tulsa.
OklahomaToday.com

GreenCountryOK.com
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RANGE
FINDER
LORI DUCKWORTH

LEVEL UP YOUR GAME AT
THESE TWELVE COURSES
ALL OVER THE STATE.

LORI DUCKWORTH

COURSES
THE LEGENDARY
Dornick Hills Golf and
Country Club, Ardmore

In 1913, inspired after a tour of Scottish
golf courses, Perry Maxwell—a famed
golf course architect who became known
as the Father of Oklahoma Golf—built
four holes on Primrose Farms northeast
of Ardmore in the foothills of the
Arbuckle Mountains. Those four holes
grew to the first nine at the private
Dornick Hills Golf and Country Club,
which opened in 1914. By 1924, with
eighteen holes completed, Dornick
Hills had become the first course in
Oklahoma with Bermuda grass greens.
Dornick Hills’ sixteenth hole, Cliff Hole,

THE SANDBELT EXPERIENCE

epitomizes Maxwell’s philosophy of
using the natural features of the land
to direct the holes through ridges and
rocky outcroppings. On this 530-yard
par five, the green lies atop a sheer cliff
of exposed stone about forty feet high.
After a restoration completed under the
direction of architect Tom Doak in 2021
that included removal of hundreds of
non-native trees and reshaping of greens,
the course is expected to fully reopen in
April in a form more akin to Maxwell’s
original design. Dornick Hills is listed on
the National Register of Historic Places.

› 519 Country Club Road in Ardmore
› (580) 223-4071
› dornickhills.com

Boiling Springs Golf Club, Woodward

Boiling Springs Golf Club in Woodward

ETIQUETTE
READY TO HIT THE COURSE
BUT DON’T KNOW THE
ROPES? HERE ARE A FEW
TIPS TO GET YOU STARTED.
Pat McCrate, director of golf at
Tulsa’s LaFortune Park and South
Lakes, encourages new golfers
not to worry too much about rules
and regulations. “It can be hard
enough without the anxiety of
thinking you must know all the
nuances surrounding it. It’s fun,
it’s social, it can be competitive
with others—with yourself or not
at all—it’s a bit of exercise, it’s
outdoors, and it’s for all ages and
all walks of life.”
That said, a few courtesy
and safety guidelines are worth
keeping in mind:

1.
Dornick Hills Golf and
Country Club in Ardmore
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Sandbelt golf courses harken back to
Scotland’s original links, which were
built among sand dunes and coastal
topography. Thanks to a multi-year
effort to uncover the natural dunes
and rolling hills at Boiling Springs
Golf Club near Woodward, a sandbelt
golf experience awaits Oklahoma
golfers close to home. The removal of
underbrush and tens of thousands of
invasive red cedars has revealed the
land’s natural contours, and changes in
irrigation practices are restoring native
plant growth. As a result, says General
Manager Jeff Wagner, “We’ve opened up

Know Before You Go(lf )
than the local putt-putt,” says McCrate. “It's
going to be harder than you thought, but it
could be fun, and the company is great.”

says McCrate, “but I recommend a golf glove.
Newbies fight blisters.”

2.

5.
6.

3.

7.

Start by taking lessons from a PGA
professional, whom you’ll find at
many public courses. “You don't have to go
overboard with lessons, just enough to get
you started and feel more comfortable,” says
Aaron Kristopeit, head golf professional at
Oklahoma City’s Lincoln Park Golf Course. Be
patient as you learn and just try to get a little
better each time you go to the course.

Kristopeit recommends beginning at a
time of day when fewer players are out,
such as the afternoon or evening. Avid golfers
like to maintain a quick pace of play—four
hours for eighteen holes is standard—and
they may get frustrated by a beginner in front
of them on a Saturday morning. Shoot for a
time of day with less traffic. Make sure to let
faster golfers behind you pass by, allowing
them to play through.

If you’re a first-timer, head to the course
with a friend and ride or walk along
Avoid buying equipment right away—
or hit the driving range to get a feel for the
rent or borrow at the beginning. Seek
game. Try to hit some balls or test your skill
advice from instructors and friends as you
on the putting green. “It’s a little different
progress. As for gear? “Tennis shoes are fine,”

4.

Take care of the course, and fix your ball
marks on the greens with a divot tool.

Observe cart etiquette. Though rules vary
by course, in general, the cart should
maintain a minimum of twenty yards from
greens. Stay on the cart path when approaching
a tee box. Observe and follow signage directing
only ninety-degree turns off the cart path as
well as holes—usually par-threes—where carts
are forbidden from driving on the fairway.
Avoid loud noises that may distract
other golfers such as yelling and loud
music, and demonstrate respect by standing
quietly while others are hitting.

8.

Follow basic safety rules. Janice
Gibson, professional and executive
director of First Tee of Tulsa, recommends
leaving the course immediately if there is
lightning in the area. Also, take safe practice
swings not in close proximity to fellow
players, and wait to play until the group in
front of you is out of range. Be sure to yell
“Fore!” if you hit a ball toward another group.

OklahomaToday.com
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› 5283 State Highway 34C in Woodward
› (580) 256-1206
› boilingspringsgolfclub.com
UPS AND DOWNS

SHANE BEVEL

The Canyons at Blackjack Ridge,
Sand Springs

Nestled north of Sand Springs in
the crags of the Cross Timbers a short
distance from the Arkansas River, The
Canyons at Blackjack Ridge offer a round
of golf in one of the state’s most scenic
environments. Views of downtown Tulsa
to the east make the course especially
captivating, with dramatic changes in
elevation making for an interesting day
on the course. “There’s really not a flat
lie,” says Director of Golf Brian Talley.
“Everything is either up, down, or on a
side hill, and there’s a four-hundred-foot
elevation change from the clubhouse
to the bottom of hole number thirteen,

The Canyons at Blackjack Ridge
in Sand Springs

VOCAB

but this list barely scratches the surface, according to Ken MacLeod, publisher
of Golf Oklahoma magazine. “There are the ball-flight terms such as fade, draw,
hook, slice, chip, pitch, lob, knockdown, dart, and for the miss-hits, you have chilidip, chunk, flier, fat, thin, pull, duck hook, shank, yank, yips, wormburner, or hosel
rocket,” he says. “Formats such as best ball, stroke play, match play, alternate shot
(foursomes). Common betting formats such as Nassau, skins, wolf, greenies, horse
race, rabbit, bingo bango bongo, just for a start. Then you start getting to the
colorful stuff.” Translation: See our glossary for all your must-know golf terms.
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Cedar Creek Golf Course at Beavers Bend
State Park in Broken Bow

which is the lowest point.” The club’s
signature hole, number twelve, is a par
three with an elevation change of a bit
more than two hundred feet. Abundant
wildlife add to the experience, with
fox, deer, and coyotes frequenting
the canyons. “It’s not a very long golf
course,” says Talley, “so a lot of people
enjoy coming out here, sometimes
playing their best rounds of golf. It’s
the topography here that gives you the
challenge, not the distance.”

› 1801 North McKinley Avenue in Sand Springs
› (918) 246-2606
› thecanyonsatblackjackridge.com

PINEY WOODS AND WATER
Cedar Creek Golf Course at
Beavers Bend State Park, Broken Bow

Tall pines line tight, narrow fairways
surrounded by woods and water
at Cedar Creek Golf Course on the
shore of Broken Bow Lake. Recent
renovations to the links on the edge
of the Ouachita Mountains brought in
new greens and cleared trees to open
up scenic views that are among the
course’s main attractions. “The scenery
here is some of the best there is,” says
Manager Kurt Adams. “And there is
wildlife everywhere—even an occasional

Links Lingo

Knowing golf terminology can illuminate discussions of the game for new players,
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LORI DUCKWORTH

lines of sight to showcase the beautiful
natural movement that exists on this
property. Coming to Woodward, you
may be expecting to play out in a prairie,
but we have some of the most extreme
elevation changes on any golf course in
Oklahoma.” For panoramic views, holes
nine, eleven, and seventeen are routed
atop some of the highest sand dunes in
the area. Boiling Springs Golf Club is
adjacent to Boiling Springs State Park,
which offers camping, hiking, and fishing.

S CORI N G

THE COURSE

I N P L AY

ACE: A hole-in-one
BIRDIE: Completing the hole in one stroke under par
BOGEY: Completing the hole in one stroke over par. A double

BUNKER: Also called a sand trap, a sand-filled pit on a fairway or

“FORE!”: A warning shouted to alert other golfers

next to a green
FAIRWAY: Long stretch of short grass between the green and the tee box
DIVOT: Clump of grass dug up from under the ball
GREEN: A smooth, grassy surface at the end of the fairway where the
cup is located and that serves as the putting surface
HAZARD: Obstacles on a golf course to make play more challenging
including sand traps, water, and trees
LINKS: Originally described seaside golf courses; now refers to golf
courses in general
ROUGH: Taller grass lining the fairway
TEE BOX: Area at the beginning of each hole from which players
drive the ball

that a ball is heading toward them
LIE: The way the ball comes to rest on the ground
after a stroke
DRIVE: A golfer’s first stroke from the tee box on
each hole
PUTT: Shot taken on the green
TEE: Small stick used to hold the ball off the
ground on drives

bogey is two strokes over par, and a triple bogey is three over.
EAGLE: Completing the hole in two strokes under par. A doubleeagle or albatross is three strokes; a condor is the very rare
hole-in-one on a par five (or two on a par six).
HANDICAP: A rating system calculated from previous scores that
indicates the average number of strokes above par a player
scores in a round of golf. Used to equalize competition
MULLIGAN: In a casual game of golf, a do-over shot
PAR: The number of strokes per hole a golfer is expected to need to
sink the ball in the cup

OklahomaToday.com
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bear sighting.” Cedar Creek’s signature
hole is number sixteen, which Adams
says is one of the hardest par-four holes
in Oklahoma. It makes the Tulsa World’s
top eighteen meanest golf holes with a
dogleg left, a second shot over water, and
a green that Adams calls a little island
sticking out of the lake. The course has a
well-stocked pro shop, putting green, and
driving range. Beavers Bend State Park
also is an ideal family destination with
lodging, camping, dining, hiking, fishing,
and other activities.

› 3650 Golf Course Road in Broken Bow
› (580) 494-6456
› TravelOK.com/state-parks/
beavers-bend-state-park

HOME OF CHAMPIONS

Jimmie Austin Golf Club at the University
of Oklahoma, Norman

Formerly the grounds of a World War
II U.S. Navy training facility on the south
side of Norman, the land that became the
Jimmie Austin Golf Club was donated
to the University of Oklahoma after the
war. Perry Maxwell was commissioned
to build a golf course here on the hilly
terrain shaped by Bishop Creek. Now,
this championship course is home to
the University of Oklahoma golf team,
one of the top Division I men’s teams
in the NCAA. Jimmie Austin frequently
hosts championship tournaments and
was listed at number seven on Golfweek’s
2020 ranking of best campus courses.

JIMMIE AUSTIN GOLF CLUB

COURSES

Jimmie Austin Golf Club in Norman

Working with architect Tripp Davis, the
club completed major renovations to the
Maxwell design in 2017. “Maxwell used
the creeks within his design,” says General
Manager Rodney Young. “You had to
think your way around the golf course a
bit more, and Tripp took that back for us.”
The course also boasts one of Oklahoma’s
largest bur oaks. The huge tree can be
spied on the far-right side of hole number
seven, boasting a circumference of 226
inches and a height of nearly eighty feet.

› 4 Ransom Drive in Norman
› (405) 325-6716
› theougolfclub.com
STAYING POWER

Oklahoma City Municipal Golf Courses

Celebrating its hundredth anniversary
in 2022, Lincoln Park Golf Course
symbolizes the quality and longevity
of the Oklahoma City municipal golf
system. Steve Carson, Lincoln Park’s

recently retired director of golf, was only
the third head pro at the course since its
opening. The first was Arthur Jackson,
who designed the course and served
until 1952, then was succeeded by his
protégé, U.C. Ferguson, who turned over
the reins to Carson in 1990. “What’s neat
about our system,” says Carson, “is we
have a major facility in each quadrant
of Oklahoma City. The lay of the land,
the trees, the rolling hills, the creeks, the
water that’s available in each part of the
city are all a little different. None of these
courses mirror the others; they each
stand alone on their own merits.” The
OKC golf system focuses on nurturing
new players by building a strong junior
program. “It’s a game people can play
all their lives,” says Carson. “That’s the
beauty of golf: It’s not age-restrictive, and
people can come out and play to their
abilities, have a good experience, and get
outdoors.” Lake Hefner’s north course,
completed in the early 1950s, was one of
Perry Maxwell’s last designs.
Oklahoma City’s golf system includes
two courses at Earlywine, two at Hefner,
and two at Lincoln Park.

› okcgolf.com

ON THE NOSE

OKC PARKS

Lake Hefner Golf Club
in Oklahoma City
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Meandering through gypsum hills
and gullies, the course at Roman Nose
State Park surprises golfers who expect
Oklahoma to serve only flat terrain. It
is instead defined by ups and downs
as it winds through narrow canyons,
creating an experience both scenic and
challenging. The original nine holes
were built in the 1950s on a Floyd Farley
design, with Tripp Davis’ full eighteen

LORI DUCKWORTH

Roman Nose State Park, Watonga

Roman Nose State Park
Golf Course in Watonga
OklahomaToday.com
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EQUIPMENT
ACCORDING TO UNITED STATES
GOLF ASSOCIATION RULES,
GOLFERS ARE LIMITED TO
FOURTEEN CLUBS IN OFFICIAL
COMPETITION.

opening in 1999. Hole number four is
the toughest, a 444-yard par four with
an elevated tee and a miserly landing
area. “And that’s the easy shot,” says
Golf Course Manager Ryan Bruner.
“The second shot, if you’re fortunate
enough to get it into the landing area,
is uphill to an elevated green with little
room for forgiveness. We get a lot of
people who’ve never played here who
want to come out and try it.” Their
reaction? “That’s the toughest hole I’ve
ever played.” Roman Nose State Park
also offers recreation for the whole
family including camping, dining,
hiking, and mountain biking.

1

2

3

› 3236 State Highway 8A in Watonga
› (580) 623-7989
› TravelOK.com/state-parks/

8

4
7

roman-nose-state-park
5

GRAND DAME

Shangri-La Golf Club,
Resort, & Marina, Afton

with the biggest head. On any hole par
four or higher, golfers are likely going to
be teeing off with a driver.

9

2. FAIRWAY WOODS: These clubs have long,

round heads and are used to strike a ball
long distances. Most golfers carry at least
one fairway wood, and some carry several.

7. BAG: Consider a cart bag for more volume

if you plan on riding. If the plan is to walk
from hole to hole, definitely opt for a
lighter-weight, standing carry bag.

3. IRONS: Medium-range clubs that are

often the most represented in a golfer’s
bag. They are normally used to hit the
ball onto the green and set up a putt.
4. HYBRIDS: These clubs are a cross between

woods and irons. They are not essential but
can be a good alternative to longer irons.
5. WEDGES: Basically a form of iron with

a higher lofted head. Use these clubs to
launch the ball at a high angle onto the
green. A sand wedge, for instance, can be
helpful in escaping a bunker or sand trap.
6. PUTTER: An absolute necessity. The

putter is used to hit the ball into the hole
from the green.
Karsten Creek Golf Club
in Stillwater

SHUTTERSTOCK

Shangri-La Golf Club, Resort, &
Marina on Grand Lake

BRUCE WATERFIELD/OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY
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1. DRIVER: This is the longest hitting club

YANO CREATIVE
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6

Surrounded on three sides by the
waters of Grand Lake, Shangri-La’s
twenty-seven holes of championship
golf are about to become forty-five
with the fall 2022 opening of another
eighteen-hole, par-three course called
The Battlefield. Building on the golf
club’s long history, Shangri-La’s original
1970 course has been redesigned
to create three nine-hole courses—
Heritage, Legends, and Champions—
all of which feature five tee boxes,
Bermuda fairways, and bentgrass greens
along with dramatic elevation changes.
Legends’ ninth hole is named for
famed baseball player Mickey Mantle,
because it was there he shot a rare
albatross, or two strokes on a par five.
Mantle, a native of nearby Commerce,
also held his annual golf tournament
at Shangri-La until his death in 1995,
and he played his last round of golf
here. With the opening of an indoor/
outdoor activity park called The Anchor
in 2021 and its lake location, ShangriLa’s restaurants, hotel, and conference
center make it more than a golf
destination on a Grand scale.

› 31000 South State Highway 125 in Afton
› (918) 257-4204
› shangrilaok.com

The composition of a golfer’s bag within that
limit is customizable, but there are some
essentials no player can do without. Lincoln
Park Course Golf Pro Aaron Kristopeit shares the
necessities for golfers of all experience levels.

8. GLOVE: Most clubs come with a

rubber grip, but gloves help newer or
infrequent golfers avoid blisters. In the
summer, they also keep your hand free
of sweat to avoid slipping.
9. SHOES: Tennis shoes or anything with a

rubber sole will work for beginners, but
specialized golf shoes will increase grip
and balance. Avoid boots, high heels, or
anything that could mark up the course.
10. BALL MARKER: A small marker used

to keep a ball’s place on the green so
that other golfers don’t have to worry
about putting around a ball or knocking
another player off their spot.

OklahomaToday.com
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SHANE BEVEL

Oak Tree National, Edmond

THE CLUB AT FOREST RIDGE

Southern Hills Country Club
in Tulsa

The Club at Forest Ridge in
Broken Arrow

MASTERPIECE SOCIETY
Southern Hills Country Club, Tulsa

Widely regarded as Perry Maxwell’s
masterpiece, the golf course at Tulsa’s
Southern Hills Country Club was
completed in 1936 on land donated
by oilman Waite Phillips. A 2018
restoration under the direction of
Gil Hanse focused on returning the
course to the Maxwell layout, so fans
attending the 2022 PGA Championship
this May will see something very close
to the original design. “In all likelihood,
Southern Hills is one of the leastchanged championship venues in the
U.S.,” says Clyde Chrisman, a member
and historian of Southern Hills. It is the
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only course in the United States to have
hosted four PGA Championships—2022
will be the fifth—and it hosted U.S.
Opens in 1958, 1977, and 2001. The
signature hole at Southern Hills has
long been number twelve, singled out
by the likes of Ben Hogan and Arnold
Palmer. “In addition,” says Chrisman,
“number eighteen offers one of the
great settings for finishing a major
championship and has provided plenty
of excitement over the years. And the
views are spectacular.” Southern Hills
ranks thirty-second in Golf Digest’s
2021-2022 ranking of America’s 100
Greatest Golf Courses.

› 2636 East Sixty-first Street in Tulsa
› (918) 492-3351
› southernhillscc.com

COLLEGIATE CHALLENGE
Karsten Creek Golf Club, Stillwater

Karsten Creek Golf Club is home
to the highly ranked Oklahoma State
University men’s and women’s golf teams
and, according to General Manager Rob

Golf Digest calls it one of architect
Pete Dye’s sternest tests of golf, and
at Oak Tree National in Edmond,
excellence starts at the top with
owner Everett Dobson’s mission
to preserve the integrity of Dye’s
design and continue to attract major
championships. “Our membership
understands they are playing a Top 100
course that is challenging for every level
of player, even PGA Tour players,” says
President and COO Tom Jones. Ten
tour players of all levels are members
here. Built in 1976, the course is named
for the oak tree on the fifth hole, a
majestic post oak that has survived
almost a century of Oklahoma weather
and lent its famous image to many
a golf shirt. Number thirteen is the
signature hole, nicknamed the Postage
Stamp, because that’s how small the
green looks from the tee. “It’s not about
distance; it’s about accuracy and the
intimidation factor,” says Jones. “The
rock wall lining the left edge of the

green defines the difference between
being on the putting surface or in the
creek. Now that can be intimidating.”
Oak Tree has hosted numerous
major events including the 1988 PGA
Championship, the 2006 Senior PGA
Championship, and the 2014 U.S. Senior
Open. The course was ranked forty-first
in Golfweek’s Top 100 Modern Courses
in 2018 and fifty-seventh in Golf Digest’s
2021-2022 rankings of America’s 100
Greatest Golf Courses.

› 1515 West Oak Tree Drive in Edmond
› (405) 348-2004
› oaktreenational.com

BEST OF BOTH WORLDS

The Club at Forest Ridge, Broken Arrow

A public golf course with amenities
typically found only at private facilities,
Broken Arrow’s The Club at Forest
Ridge opened in 1989 as the area’s
first upscale public course. It was
carved from an 18,500-acre cattle
ranch owned by the family of Forest
Ridge developer Joe Robson, a portion
of which still shelters wild mustang

horses. The golf course anchors a
resort-style planned community and
often ranks among Oklahoma’s favorite
public courses, according to General
Manager David Carlisle, with eighteen
beautiful, meticulously maintained,
and challenging holes; a full-service
restaurant, bar, and event space within
the main clubhouse; and a new fitness
facility. Out on the course, two signature
holes highlight play: number fifteen,
a par three with an undulating island
green guarded by water and a bunker,
and number sixteen, which according to
Carlisle is a challenging par four. “That
one’s got a tee shot that really needs to
find the fairway and a second shot into
a tough two-tiered green surrounded by
sand and grass bunkers,” he says.

› 7501 East Kenosha Street in Broken Arrow
› (918) 357-2282
› forestridge.com
PRO TIP:

For a comprehensive online directory
of Oklahoma golf courses, visit
golfoklahoma.org.
OAK TREE NATIONAL

PRO EXCELLENCE

Land, is an example of OSU’s dedication
to the sport. Opened in 1994 and named
best new course in the country by Golf
Digest that same year, Karsten Creek is
a product of the vision of Mike Holder,
OSU’s recently retired athletic director
and former head golf coach. Many years
of planning and fundraising went into
development of the course, which was
named to honor benefactor Karsten
Solheim, also the namesake of the
Solheim Cup tournament. Cut from an
oak forest, the zoysia-grass fairways are
complemented by undulating terrain.
As for a signature hole? “I have always
been told Coach Holder didn’t believe
in signature holes, but number eleven
is always featured,” says Land. “I would
include number fifteen, because that is
where the 2018 National Championship
was clinched.” Karsten Creek is hosting
the 2022 NCAA Women’s Regional golf
tournament May 9-11.

› 1800 South Memorial Drive in Stillwater
› (405) 743-1658
› karstencreek.com

Oak Tree National
in Edmond
OklahomaToday.com
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